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THE GENESIS 
OF A NEW 

An all-new generation of Triumph’s ultimate  
motorcycle legend, the new Rocket 3 is truly imposing  

with muscular presence and magnificent style. 

Equipped with an incredible 2500cc engine –  
the largest production motorcycle engine in the world   

and delivering the highest torque of any production  
motorbike, the new Rocket 3 combines an enhanced  

level of specification and technology, with all of  
Triumph’s phenomenal handling, delivering sublime feel  

and comfort, for all-day easy riding.



With unparalleled performance, thrilling acceleration, 
distinctive looks and packed with features, the  

new Rocket 3 represents the absolute pinnacle  
in motorcycle muscle, presence and power. There  

are two magnificent models to choose from:

Delivering instantaneous world-leading torque and 
incredible control, comfort and capability.

Built to go further, with even more comfort and  
a laid-back cruiser riding attitude, for more  

effortless touring capability.

An all-new generation of Triumph’s ultimate  
motorcycle legend, the new Rocket 3 is truly imposing  

with muscular presence and magnificent style. 

Equipped with an incredible 2500cc engine –  
the largest production motorcycle engine in the world   

and delivering the highest torque of any production  
motorbike, the new Rocket 3 combines an enhanced  

level of specification and technology, with all of  
Triumph’s phenomenal handling, delivering sublime feel  

and comfort, for all-day easy riding.



PURE. 
MAGNIFICENT. 

The all-new Rocket 3 R is the ultimate muscle 
roadster, characterised by its amazing 
combination of engine power, torque delivery 
and an advanced chassis set-up that delivers 
incredible acceleration and phenomenal handling.

At the heart of the new Rocket 3 R is a thrilling all-new 
2500cc engine – the largest production motorcycle engine  
in the world, offering phenomenal power delivery of  
167PS @ 6,000rpm – 11% more than the previous generation.  
With peak torque of 221Nm @ 4,000rpm, this model also  
has the world’s highest torque of any production motorcycle 
and an incredible flat and rich torque curve that delivers 
all the way through the mid-range, giving effortless 
acceleration and response in any gear. Combine this  
with an incredible high-specification of equipment and 
technology, and you have a motorcycle that offers an 
absolutely exhilarating level of capability and control,  
as well as outstanding comfort. 

Class-leading specification includes cutting-edge Brembo 
Stylema® brakes, high-specification adjustable Showa 
suspension and dedicated Avon Cobra Chrome tyres,  
as well as the highest level of rider-focused technology, 
such as sophisticated and personalisable full-colour, second 
generation TFT instruments, optimised cornering ABS and 
traction control, and a signature twin LED headlight set-up.





PHENOMENAL 
HANDLING. 
UNPARALLELED 

The Rocket 3 R’s phenomenal all-new 2500cc 
engine has distinctive triple hydroformed 
exhaust headers that contribute to the 
motorcycle’s imposing stance, dominating 
presence and unmistakable silhouette. Designed 
to deliver unparalleled thrilling performance 
and all-day, any-gear, effortless capability, this 
amazing combination of engine power, torque 
delivery and advanced chassis set-up delivers 
unbelievable acceleration across the entire rev 
range in one smooth and seamless flow.

With adjustable ergonomics that have been designed to 
accommodate every rider and enhance riding comfort, 
the Rocket 3 R offers mid-foot controls with two vertical 
position settings that can be adjusted to suit rider 
preference, while ultra-clean, internally wired roadster- 
style handlebars add to the unique muscular feel and 
commanding riding position. There’s also a choice of two 
beautiful colour options: Korosi Red or Phantom Black.

What do you think of our new model?                        
Scan to give us your feedback.



PHENOMENAL 
HANDLING. 
UNPARALLELED 



ANY-GEAR 
CAPABILITY.

The all-new Rocket 3 GT is built to go further, 
with a laid-back cruiser attitude, incredible 
comfort and even more effortless touring 
capability. An incredible all-new 2500cc engine 
delivers world-beating torque and power, along 
with a unique chassis set-up for class-leading 
handling and truly astonishing performance. 

Combining an all-new 2500cc engine – the largest capacity 
engine ever seen on a production motorcycle – with 
phenomenal power (167PS @ 6,000rpm) and world-leading 
torque (221Nm @ 4,000rpm), the new Rocket 3 GT has  
11% more power than the previous generation and an 
incredible flat and rich torque curve that holds all the way 
through the mid-range, for a thrilling high-performance 
ride with smooth, effortless acceleration and response  
in any gear. 

Benchmark-setting specifications include rider-focused 
technology such as sophisticated and personalisable  
full-colour, second generation TFT instruments, signature 
twin LED headlight set-up, and a superior level of 
equipment including optimised cornering ABS and  
traction control, as well as dedicated Avon Cobra  
Chrome tyres, high-specification adjustable Showa 
suspension, and cutting-edge Brembo Stylema® brakes.





MAGNIFICENCE.
The Rocket 3 GT’s distinctive new silhouette 
has an absolutely dominating presence which 
is accentuated with a host of signature design 
features, beautiful details and an unparalleled 
finish, all of which contribute to its muscular 
look and dynamic capability.

Enhancing the Rocket 3 GT’s touring-focused features 
further are a height-adjustable brushed aluminium pillion 
backrest, an extended flyscreen for improved wind  
and weather protection, touring-styled internally wired 
handlebars with integrated heated grips as standard  
and feet-forward controls with three adjustable horizontal 
position settings to suit rider preference. There are  
also two stunning colour schemes to choose from:  
Silver Ice & Storm Grey or Phantom Black.

What do you think of our new model?                        
Scan to give us your feedback.



MAGNIFICENCE.



ROCKET FAMILY
 TECHNICAL INFORMATION.

Built to impress, the all-new Rocket 3 line-up  
has imposing poise, clean flowing lines, and an 

unmistakable silhouette, thanks to its sculpted  
three header exhaust run, signature twin LED 

headlights, intricate 20-spoke wheels and 
comfortable, tailored pillion and rider seats.  

The dominating presence of the world’s largest 
production motorcycle engine is accentuated 

further by a host of signature design features, 
beautiful details and an unparalleled finish, all of 

which contribute to the Rocket 3’s muscular, 
roadster look.

DESIGN

The Rocket 3’s all-new 2500cc triple is the world’s largest 
production motorcycle engine, and produces an 
incredible 221Nm peak torque (the highest torque on any 
production motorcycle) and a peak power figure of 167PS 
for magnificent performance and a thrilling ride.

This phenomenal set-up delivers absolutely incredible 
instantaneous acceleration together with a beautifully 

smooth, responsive and refined ride. In addition, the new 
hydroformed exhaust headers have been innovatively 
engineered for the perfect exhaust routing; styled to 
flow into the combined cat box and triple exit silencer to 
produce a distinctive deep growling Rocket 3 soundtrack.

ENGINE



The new Rocket 3 line-up is packed with ride-enhancing 
technology including sophisticated and personalisable 
full-colour TFT instruments, optimised cornering ABS 

and traction control, four riding modes, all-LED lighting, 
hill hold control, cruise control, keyless ignition, and 

torque-assist hydraulic clutch. 

Riders can also enjoy the option of class-leading 
connectivity benefits, with the world’s first integrated 
motorcycle GoPro® control system that incorporates 
‘turn-by-turn’ navigation with easy-to-follow Google 

icons and Bluetooth phone and music operation. These 
features are enabled by an accessory-fitted Bluetooth 

connectivity module.

TECHNOLOGY

Designed for class-defining comfort and ride, the 
high-specification mass-optimised aluminium frame is 
all-new and unique to the Rocket 3 range, creating a 
chassis that is more than 13% lighter than the previous 
production Rocket. 

A beautifully engineered cast aluminium single-sided 
swingarm, with offset mono-shock suspension and 
aluminium rear number plate hanger, adds to the clean 
and uncluttered styling of the compact minimal rear end, 
while high-specification adjustable Showa suspension 
and cutting-edge Brembo Stylema® brakes make  
a considerable contribution to the Rocket 3’s 
phenomenal handling.

CHASSIS





ACCESSORIES AND 

ALL-NEW ROCKET 3 ACCESSORIES

There are more than 50 new accessories tailor-made to enhance 
your Rocket 3’s comfort, practicality, style and security available 

from your dealership, including a wide range of luggage, seating and 
technology features such as the My Triumph Connectivity System.   

HIGHWAY INSPIRATION KIT

Our ‘Highway’ inspiration kit is the perfect way to instantly add an 
even higher level of touring capability to your motorcycle, with a 

pre-selected set of genuine Triumph accessories. 

Inspiration kit accessories include: sports panniers, pannier  
mount kit, luggage rack, classic aluminium bar-end mirrors, Triumph  

Shift-Assist, and the advanced My Triumph Connectivity System.



Go even further with a range of comfort and luggage  
options starting with our all-new Sports range with new  
tail pack and magnetic tank bag, as well as quick release 
panniers with retractable mounts, providing a combined  
40 litre capacity and perfectly styled. 

You can also customise your Rocket 3 ergonomics to suit 
your riding style through a host of interchangeable options 
including handlebars, rider and pillion seats, backrests and 
foot controls to create your perfect ride. 

ENHANCE  
YOUR TOURING 



ENHANCE  
YOUR TOURING 



Personalise the styling of your Rocket 3 with a range of 
beautiful accessories, including sports and classics mirror 
options, pillion seat infills and eye-catching scrolling LED 
indicators — a world’s first for production motorcycles. 

Visit the Triumph website to see our full range of 
accessories and create your own totally unique custom 
Rocket 3 with our easy-to-use Configure tool. 

TRIUMPH.CO.UK

 
YOUR RIDE.



ROCKET FAMILY
SPECIFICATIONS.

ROCKET 3 R
ENGINE TYPE Inline 3-cylinder, water-cooled, 

DOHC

CAPACITY 2458cc

MAX POWER 167PS / 165bhp (123kW) @ 6,000rpm

MAX TORQUE 221Nm @ 4,000rpm

FRONT  
SUSPENSION

Showa 47mm upside-down 1+1 
cartridge front forks, compression 
and rebound adjuster. 120mm travel

REAR  
SUSPENSION

Fully adjustable Showa piggyback 
reservoir RSU with remote 
hydraulic preload adjuster,  
107mm rear wheel travel

FRONT BRAKE Dual 320mm discs, Brembo M4.30 
Stylema® 4-piston radial monobloc 
calipers, optimised cornering ABS

REAR BRAKE Single 300mm disc, Brembo M4.32 
4-piston monobloc caliper, optimised 
cornering ABS

SEAT HEIGHT 773mm  

DRY WEIGHT 291kg

TANK 
CAPACITY

18l

ROCKET 3 GT
ENGINE TYPE Inline 3-cylinder, water-cooled, 

DOHC

CAPACITY 2458cc

MAX POWER 167PS / 165bhp (123kW) @ 6,000rpm

MAX TORQUE 221Nm @ 4,000rpm

FRONT  
SUSPENSION

Showa 47mm upside-down 1+1 
cartridge front forks, compression 
and rebound adjuster. 120mm travel

REAR  
SUSPENSION

Fully adjustable Showa piggyback 
reservoir RSU with remote 
hydraulic preload adjuster,  
107mm rear wheel travel

FRONT BRAKE Dual 320mm discs, Brembo M4.30 
Stylema® 4-piston radial monobloc 
calipers, optimised cornering ABS

REAR BRAKE Single 300mm disc, Brembo M4.32 
4-piston monobloc caliper, optimised 
cornering ABS

SEAT HEIGHT 750mm

DRY WEIGHT 294kg

TANK 
CAPACITY

18l



The photography within this brochure shows Triumph motorcycles being used by 
expert professional riders in protective gear under professionally controlled, closed 
course conditions. Triumph does not endorse or encourage stunts, tricks or any form 
of irresponsible riding. At Triumph, we want every ride to be safe and enjoyable. Always 
ride safely, defensively and within the limits of the law. Always ride appropriately for 
road conditions. Always ride within your ability. Take a riding skills course. Always wear 
an approved helmet, eye protection and appropriate protective clothing. Always insist 
that all passengers do the same. Never ride while under the influence of alcohol or 
drugs. Study your Owner’s Manual and inspect your Triumph motorcycle before riding. 
Data given to UK market specification. Specification may vary by market. Some Triumph 
motorcycles are designed as street motorcycles. Triumph does not support the use of 
street motorcycles in off-road environments. Street motorcycles are not suitable for 

off-road use. Triumph does not endorse or encourage the use of street motorcycles 
off-road. Off-road use could expose yourself and others to serious personal injuries or 
even death. Specification may vary by market. Some accessories are prohibited by local 
law. As a motorcycle owner/rider, it is your responsibility to know of and comply with 
all local laws. If you have any doubt, contact your local authorities. All details correct at 
time of going to press. Triumph Motorcycles Limited reserves the right to make changes 
without prior notice. This brochure contains models that are not available in all countries, 
please consult your dealer for model and colour availability. Please note that this brochure 
contains images of motorcycles that feature accessories and this may or may not be 
stated. Triumph Motorcycles Limited takes no responsibility for any misunderstanding 
of standard specification that this may cause. 
© 2020 Triumph Motorcycles Limited. All rights reserved.

Triumph Motorcycles Ltd, Normandy Way, Hinckley, Leicestershire LE10 3BZ, United Kingdom. 
Telephone +44(0) 1455 251700 
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